
Bad Decisions

Most
decisions
unconscious,
automatic

certain
mechanisms
automatic

Hard to stop once triggered
"Weapons of Influence"

Contrast When we see 2 similar things,
we exaggerate the difference

"Sell the suit first"

After deciding on
$500 suit, $50 tie
seems reasonable

Show the 'set-up' house

Realtors may show
unsuitable house
first
by comparison, next
house seems better
than it really is

Reciprocation

I give you something,
you owe me

Automatic response of
obliged reciprocation

Example:
Request-Then-Retreat

Ask for substantial
contribution
fallback offer or
request seems
BOTH

Reasonable
Obligated

Counter: "Just say no"

Social Proof

What we see others doing
seems like a good choice

Examples: Laugh Track,
Testimonials

Works best w/ greater
uncertainty

Counter:
Stop if

False data (infomercial)
No external validation

Liking

Positive
Association leads
to Positive
Predisposition

Nice Dinner
"Connect 4 Lunch"

Attractiveness

Sports team association

Familiarity

Counter

Ask: "Do I like this person
more than I expected?

If YES, Separate sale from
salespersonExercise logic about sale itself

Authority

Milgram compliance
experiments

Titles, Clothes, Trappings

Counter
"Really an expert?"

"Expertise impartial?"

Scarcity

time: vanishing opportunity

Quantity
cookie taste test

from full jar, rated less tasty
From almost empty, more tasty

Counter

More difficult - "brain-clouding arousal"
NOTICE the feelings

Use feelings as cue to
question need, logic

Commitment
&
Consistency

Public promise /
endorsement

Is why written, public
goals work

Power comes from
self-justifications after commitment

Example: Low-balling
in auto sales

Offer car at hundreds less
Get purchase process rolling
Anticipate ownership
last minute - offer rescinded

Counter: Name the game
Emerson: "A foolish consistency
is the hobgoblin of little minds"

Note: most who quote this leave
off the first two words!

Book examines influence in terms of
manipulation and how to avoid it

Robert Cialdini "Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion"
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